
ALTAIR 1 Flight 2Sep11 Lessons Learned

• What happened to cutdown?  The cutdown design needs to be revisited.
• The concept seems sound, but either the string didn't cut or it got jammed or tangled.
• We need more drop testing and cold testing.  Do the mechanics work?  Do the batteries

work?

• Why did the ELT fail?  Even if cutdown did not occur, the the ELT should have activated on
burst or at the ground.
• The ELT antenna should not be a telescoping whip; it should be a piano wire whip.  It's

possible the antenna broke off on landing.

• Why the flaky analog data?  Probably due to raw data transmission affecting readability at the
receiving end. This question needs study, but in any event the firmware should be modified to
render the data stream to ASCII just as the other data streams.

• What happened to the GPS data stream?  It is possible that there may have been a momentary
power loss resetting the GPS.  We should add a supercapacitor backup and also put in the
firmware an initialization signal to indicate that power cycled.

• Thermal management remains an issue.  We saw very low internal temperatures--but the
optical port was open to the environment, and there was no heat being generated by the LDs.
• It might be wise to move the batteries inside.
• It might be wise to add insulation on the bottom.
• We should study this question.  Analysis of the temperature data will help.

• I'd like to move toward a more streamlined launch process.  This means that we must adhere
to the launch discipline that Greencube has built up.
• Insure that all equipment is fully ready to fly before packing.
• All personnel must be well trained in their jobs.  There were some procedural errors of

judgement (such as the decision to move the recovery team before touchdown), that
caused loss of data.

• Fully developed packing lists, checklists, and countdown procedures.
• We need to think about a future in which we may be operating from a variety of launch

sites, not all as accommodating as Whitefield Airport.
• More ground testing, end-to-end testing, and even mission rehearsal are in order.
• We are now (I believe) separate from Greencube and are both able and obligated to

develop our own infrastructure and systems.

• We need to build up at least two more ground stations and think about placing more than one
downrange.  On this launch the vertical was greater than the horizontal displacement, but that
will not always be true.  Woomera copied telemetry well into the descent--to where it became
near vertical--and may have been able to track nearly to the ground.  But at longer range this
may not be possible.  An intermediate station, or two stations downrange might make the
choice of downrange radio location easier, and reduce the temptation to move prematurely.



• Software has many maturity issues.
• Better error checking and robustness.
• Certain new functions (vertical and horizontal speed readout)
• Fully realized tracking functionality.
• Improved mapping.

• Firmware has maturity issues.  As far as we know, there were no firmware failures.

• Mainboard has maturity issues.  Next gen necessary.

Immediate Future Steps

• Modify firmware.
• Render all data streams in pure ASCII and modify software to match.
• Incorporate altitude cutdown.

• Continue software development
• Add further error checking.
• Add velocity display.
• Add attitude display.
• Finish the tracking facility.
• Add touchdown prediction.

• Secure a high-altitude GPS.
• Test tracking with LT6 and 50mm with video.
• Build up two more ground stations.
• Redesign mainboard incorporating lessons learned.
• Design and build a tracking antenna system.

• Simple stepper control.
• OS4000 for orientation feedback.
• To mount yagi and 50 mm telescope.

• Redesign the gondola.
• New cutdown system?
• Batteries inside the envelope or otherwise thermally protected?
• ELT whip antenna?
• LED beacons?

• Recruit and train launch team.
• Develop standard launch checklists and countdown.
• Rehearse launch and recovery procedures.

Longer Range

• Procure plastic balloons.
• Follow the existing plan incorporating lessons learned.


